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La Salle University Volume 40 Spring 2002

Letter from  the Editor
Maybe it’s just me, but the works in Grimoire this semester seem to 
record a particular sense of ambiguity. It’s not unfamiliar. I personally 
have been unable to make certain divisions, or decisions, between 
listening at high volume or not at all. I get caught staring aimless at 
my music, trying to predict my moods. Choosing CDs for the day 
can be so hard. Sometimes, I only make it a minute out the door 
before I wish I’d put in something else. And the awkward shuffle at 
Security fishing through my bag is a waste of time, to say the least.
But I guess I keep trying because I know life is better with a 
soundtrack.
Perusing through those pieces chosen by the editorial staff, I also felt 
as if I were watching a series of timeless, transitional, classic moments. 
The lovers. The monsters. War. Spring. The regretful, the discon­
nected, the forgotten. Youth. Death. Judging by what I perceive as a 
common frustration with repetition, people may be surprised to find 
that I don’t believe the recurrence of these themes necessarily renders 
them powerless. Unsurprisingly, I often find that the most beautiful 
images come from intimate sources. For me, enjoying art is more 
about the way you approach ideas than about the use of a particular 
set of them.
These days I try to pick music with long-term capacity: complex 
construction, multiple-function use. That said, I’d never abandon the 
need to shamelessly indulge in ear candy now and then, and I’d never 
believe that the simplest themes weren’t maybe the best. Looking 
through this spring’s Grimoire, maybe I’d say that I’m not necessarily 
barred from self-reconciliation. Many seemingly common images and 
words in this magazine can be interpreted at a variety of intellectual 
and emotional levels. I invite you to spend a few minutes deciding for 
yourself. Enjoy your spring; I wish you all the best.
Lauren Sasewich 
Managing Editor
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M o n u m e n t
Jennie Maslow
Everyone here stands an arm’s length apart.
Girls behind bushes smoke cigarettes.
Statues weather pigeons.
A man in blue buries his neck into his shoulders -  
there is no design for living this loneliness.
Tourists study their pamphlets.
Women place purses on benches 
and flowers in trenches.
The dead stay that way.
An old man who wears only medals 
finds some solace in a name.
No bodies or buildings obscure the abyss 
that houses this dark monolith.
Life does go on
with even a generation missing.
We trade in our picket lines 
for black marble
and visit when we can.
Second Semester Love Song
Lauren M. Kauffman
my eyes were closed
but when I opened them, I saw you over me 
in the 9 a.m. light 
looking down at me
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C o n c r e t e  r e s p o n s e s  
Amanda Innes
Concrete responses 
This Charlie med surgeon, Khe Sanh 
All militarized and sieged, a good 77 days 
That adds up to a few months, kids,
And he wants to tell you about the puddle face guy 
Whose brain exploded out through the back of his skull 
And his mind left him way behind 
Ha ha ha
And as this surgeon talks,
He’s got the Three Stooges, bouncing heads,
Heads without bodies,
Bouncing through his tie 
As a joke,
Because he’s gotta let loose 
The puddle face man 
Sometime
And he doesn’t want to leave his mind behind (in the process)
Expectation s
Cristena Sadlowski
I am at war
fighting along the battle lines
of who I am and what they want from me
I dance along the battleground
I smile at the soldiers
who aim their swords at me
my weapons o f tradition and rebellion
hang at my side like anchors
my army is composed of old boyfriends
whom I dated
when I still thought I was good enough
7
Sparse Reflections
Daniel J. Peirce
HAYS, KANSAS
Dave Ordorisio
I was once in Hays, Kansas.
One-road nothing town -  
Cross roads of the world!
I sat on top of my ride and watched stares — 
and smiled back. And for one second I became Kansas: 
the spirit and strength and nothingness of a nation of 
Corn.
9
Choosing fate
Stacey L. Smith
Freed from my frigid cage of guilt
silence sweeps over my sultry eyes
lingering no longer my love
Time tantalizes the timid soul
waiting, free
wanting, watching
released from my chains of charity
choosing fate — surrendering to the shore
Destiny delights with me
Jennie Maslow
Lucky for me,
I’m feeling ridiculous.
That little anchor shame takes two steps back 
when it meets with a mouth that’s laughing, 
laughing a whole hell of a lot 
at a brain that can’t remember 
anything.
Do I drink the clouded cereal milk 
at the bottom o f my bowl?
Why does sleep take pains to hurt me 
every time I wake up?
And I put a symbol on myself, even.
And maybe I did it because 
I can’t remember what a hand feels like 
on the small of my back.
Since, you know, I’m so careful with what touches me.
Fragile as a house of cards, 
like 85 years old with no hips.
What remember are the insides of me,
because I can digest peanuts
blink my eyes
recycle blood and
expel urine
and I can somehow think of all the things 
that I can’t really recall.
And process alcohol.
And move my toes inside my shoes.
I can read the warning labels 
and swallow whatever’s in this glass that tastes 
so much like doubt.
11
Barbara D. Bailey
Simple days 
of years passed 
feeling the sun 
smothering my skin 
with tiny kisses 
smelling the salt 
watching it dance 
in the air 
letting the waves 
rock me into a groove 
standing strong 
by your side 
trying like hell 
to memorize 
every element 
of your way
Amanda Innes
Hua Moutain Kids
13
s h e  l i s t e n s
Daniel J. Peirce
i speak, sounds hit the air and fall to the floor i force my life through tiny holes hoping they engage other warm thinking creatures such as myself
am I aware, even slightly, what my words are, an unbroken sequence of—no my thoughts are interrupted— perhaps, i should remain silent— she says that’s more profound
why care?her silence is a language no one can articulate, yet it embodies much more than a mere nada some trite onlooker may not aspire to listen to her metaphors of silence—
still she waits she listensin her silence, she loves
can any one judge such profundityor recollect a better way to extend la comunicacionoh, some may never hear her beauty,touch her aroma, or kiss her consciousnessperhaps they need to listen more to sweet silence-she says silence is more profound
I took her advice— I try it quite often—I never realized the essence of communication until I grabbled with my own blindness— careless seeing blinds a perception from mining unused corners of the mind
should I abandon all that she offers me by throwing my words upon the wind?
dare I hide behind the extravagance of many words?
dare I throw words away while she listens to my pain?
in her silence, she loves
Adam Dances
Lauren M. Kauffman
and I wonder what you have 
discovered
since the last time I heard your song:
If it is all still pain for you 
and remembering that you were hurt
(or how you had hurt 
someone else)
if still your heart beats alone
a single pulse below an eastern sky
or if I imagine your wisdom 
into the depths of ourselves we may sink 
our arms reach to break
through the trees 
and can we touch that cloud?
Adam dances 
and I exhilarate 
for
maybe beyond his movements 
there is the same
Joy
that I know
there is the same
Joy
in every desert, Adam -not just your own 
dark words 
but a heart does still 
dance for home
15
M
Kelly Strobel
I saw that bright green leaf 
On the tree around the corner
It waved vigorously around like there were no other leaves 
Was that the one he put in my book bag as a present?
The one that when I got home 
I didn’t want to throw away?
You can’t keep a single leaf without it dying 
So it went away
But it wasn’t that leaf he gave me because I see it waving at me today 
When I walk under it
W i n d o w
Stacey L. Smith
Were only a window’s look apartYet the more I stare upon the glass the less I see.
The light is on, your presence known, but my silence still lingers.
What am I waiting for?W hy will you be the one to break the cycle?
The same air that blows your curtain aside sends a chill down my spine.
It’s damp here, from the rain.In time maybe from tears.
I cannot help but wonder your intentions, when invitations are reluctant.
Mornings in bed are our downfall I say goodbye to my sleep dream.
W ith the rising sun comes reality The dark is my only release.
Hidden in the folds my heart grows fond They’re crumbled on the floor with the day
So how did everything work out?I’m still writing the pages, I procrastinate with everything.
It’s December; winter rain comes with grief and stings with penetration
It is the home fire warmth I wait for You will come home soon enough
Fate works in funny ways,I will not force her hand.
You may be just another lesson, but I’m willing I want to sign up for the class.
Eyes of October will you dawn again?I’ll leave you to my dreams; there is where you still hold on.
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The Struggle to Get to Class
Keiron Sebastian
10:40 pm  (Sunday, N ov. 11 ,2001)
Matthew Kalinowsky
My son, My dear son
Why do you cry is it over me?
Don’t you know I’m here, I’m here with you
I’m with you as you read, as you write, as you breathe
I’m there when you cry wiping your tears
I’m there when you’re alone my arms holding you
I have not left you, I have not gone away
I’m there, there beside you, apart of you, one with you.
You do not hear me, nor see me, nor feel me 
But I am there
Love, my son 
Love, my son
can never die. 
is what keeps me alive.
19
Coleen Davin
W hat is this love
this fucked-up emotional machinery 
take out the old diary- 
pain, dripped starkly across the pages 
now I remember 
come the tears
but do I really want to forget?
My own stupidity rears 
a blasphemous head
“you know you want to 
you know  you w ant i t—” 
ok, fuck you, so I did.
And in the end, I’m whole
and it all comes back
down
around 
to you
my love.
Leave us... With the Log
Keith Simons
We are followed
Into the faltor of the forest 
The path has gotten lost 
Vanished in the confusion of 
The thinkable one
Eh?
This...
The decisive moment 
The umpteenth ending
Performs with no accompaniment 
Leave Us... W ith the Log
In the faltor with the null of tracing
There is Dananzi (loss + separation) 
Loss collected us...
In omni-embracing 
Indefinite and general horizon 
O f the thought.
But is it enough?
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The Wall of Progress 
Michael Patrick Gallen
Once when walking in the high city,
I entered an expanse quite misty,
Haze and smoke and smog hugged the ground, 
Causing one’s cranium to pound,
Amid this mist I made out,
A wall to persuade pessimists to pout,
The head of human history,
Reared itself in the murky mystery,
It was a massive, putrid pile,
Spewing brains and blood and bile,
Into the steaming, screaming street,
Along with much heat,
From this testimony to human accomplishment, 
Here is my vision—heaven-sent!
Shoes had been smashed into the wall’s grooves,
Of iron and flame and shame and pain,
While flesh had mixed with mesh,
And eyes melted into the sky,
As their pupils began to fry,
And dead souls learned to hate,
Cats that ate 
Rats that ate 
Men who stomped 
Cats that would not eat 
Rats that could not eat 
Men, perpendicular men,
Twisted, bleeding men,
Whose blood became cement,
Vaporized men,
Who perfumed the air with themselves,
While children melted into shelves,
And broken brides formed bricks in the wall,
And white lace,
Stained with red,
Streamed across the sky,
Flying like airplanes,
Whose jets mutinied and became engines of death, 
To build the writhing wall.
C o n t e m p l a t i o n
Alexandra Zaballero
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T he Seed
In a world of wilting daises 
A place of one-pedaled fancies 
Where the dew is quickly lost 
By man’s destiny to decay
In a world of fleeting promise 
A place so quickly forgotten 
Where truth has all been evaded 
By selfish hearts still remaining
Believe, there is a greater promise 
Waiting to be seen 
Hidden in the surety 
O f a tiny blessed seed
Born from the tender shoot of an annual 
Appearing rather limp and pale 
Yielding its olive color up 
To the wrath of winters avail
Broken from natures blow 
It drinks one last drop of air 
Only to rise in springtime sweet 
Transformed into a perennial
Charging past the frozen layers 
Now yielding seeds unnoticed 
For all who trust the promise of 
Life from death defeated
Oh, paralyzing frost of winter 
Now melted by the Son 
Who once endured the wrath of God 
To guarantee the promised One
U n t i t l e d
Stacey L. Smith
Before my pen grazes the soft paper,
it seems as if the words flow faster than thoughts and reaction allow.
For I feel at one split moment that I have the words to capture
our beauty, our loyalty, our love,
but when the ink marks the page
the moment has been retracted again into my soul.
As if I’m not meant to write it;
that I’m only permitted to wait in heightened anticipation 
to feel again the intensity between us.
The dull yearning still slowly pulsates through my every part of my 
existence.
Waiting to feel all of you, wanting so badly to describe us with due 
justice...
yet sometimes the absence o f words, 
the speechlessness 
is the feeling coming to life 
being just that, a feeling, 
an experience.
Truth beyond explanation.
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M i s s i n g  M a r i l y n
Amanda Innes
Movies About Nothing
Josef Cashiola
Nathan Wilder was convinced that his father hated him in 1995. 
He suspected this because in 1995, Nathan, the 16-year-old son, was 
already half a foot taller than Harold, the 45-year-old father. Harold hated 
having to look up at his son every time he reprimanded him, and in 1995, 
he was doing a lot of that. First, Nathan quit his center position on the 
high school basketball team, a move that immediately evoked his father's 
jealous resentment. Then he quit his job selling sunglasses at the mall, and 
soon after bought a video camera. He started hanging out with an odd 
group of older kids that had already graduated, and his parents feared that 
their presence might have a negative influence on their son. Within a few 
months, Harold began to notice strange cult movies and weird album covers 
littered amidst his son’s room.
Nathan spent all his money on the video camera even though 
Harold wanted him to save it up for a new used car. He and his friends had 
written a rough screenplay for which the camera was needed to record it. 
They filmed it one night after they had stolen a bunch of Nyquil, driving 
about the city, stopping to shoot scenes at telephone booths and bowling 
alleys.
The film was about a guy that worked at a gas station, and a girl 
that liked to work out. The girl always wore windbreakers and swishy pants 
when she came in to buy Powerbars and decaf coffee. The guy at the gas 
station thought her suspicious because of this. She habitually carried a 
water bottle and talked endlessly about the “weight room” to him. In the 
back room at the station, there was a large tin of decaffeinated coffee that 
the guy used to foretell the length and status of his relationships with the 
opposite sex. As the amount of coffee in the tin began to wane, he would 
immediately start to question the girl he was with.
One afternoon Nathan showed his parents the movie. When it was 
over Harold’s face was contorted with confusion. He looked over at his 
wife, Martha, then back to Nathan, then down at his hands. When he 
looked up he had to ask his son what it was about.
“Its not about anything.” Nathan sighed.
“Not about anything? This is what you do, make little movies 
about nothin’?”
“Its not about nothing. It’s about coffee.”
Harold was dumbfounded. “Coffee? What happened to basketball,
Nate?”
That evening Nathan left with his friends around 5 p.m. to go into 
the city. Dylan, who had just turned 22, drove the car that picked him up. 
Ammi and Claire sat in back with Troy, Dylan’s boyfriend. Ammi had big
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black wings tattooed on her back. Claire had once dated a stripper. Nathan 
told her his dad thought the movie was about coffee, as she handed him a 
little red pill. Nathan thanked her and smiled, his eyes wide with wonder.
* *  *
Then for a period of about 16 months, Harold was convinced that 
Nathan was not his son anymore. He tried to explain this to Martha, but 
she was either too busy or too tired from work to hear her husband’s 
complaints. “You only say this when you’re drunk dear,” she would often 
remark. During this time, Nathan grew his hair out and started using 
hairspray. He bought his first pack of cigarettes. He moved all his stuff 
down into the basement and covered the windows with black trash bags. 
There he would hide for hours on end, reading books and plays, watching 
documentaries, and talking on the phone, emerging only to eat meals and 
check the mail. When Nathan wasn’t at home in the basement, he went out 
into the city. Everyone else had cars, and he would ride with them every­
where. Together they experienced everything. Once they bought some 
speed from a guy with one hand who lived in a 1988 Buick Le Sabre. His 
car was full of empty bottles. In the trunk he had a large bag of aluminum 
cans. He was from Tahoe, and he needed the money to get back to his wife 
and kids. He had a rifle in the backseat. The story was faked, but they 
didn’t ask questions, they simply paid, and captured the whole thing on 
film.
Another time Nathan was invited to go along with Claire, pick up 
two of her friends from work, and then head to a costume party at one of 
the studio flats near 13th St.. The two friends owned and operated a sex 
shop near there. When they arrived, two people Nathan had never met 
hopped in the back seat next to him. One was dressed like Adolf Hitler, the 
other like Mother Theresa, with each holding onto a dildo and a helium- 
filled blow-up doll. When they figured out that there wasn’t enough room 
for the dolls inside the car, they hung them out the window, and continued 
to drive. But they never made it to the party because Claire, who was 
always high on something, rear-ended a parked car.
Eventually Nathan would show up at one or two in the morning, 
eyes all red and bloodshot, forced to confront the notorious stare of his irate 
father. To this, Harold would never ask where he had been. He would look 
up and say things like, “I gotta get up at 5:30 and go to work. I don’t need 
this shit, worrying where the hell you are.”
Harold didn’t sleep well most nights, as he was tormented by vague 
images of Nathan and his pink-haired friends at exotic clubs and leather 
bars, snorting piles of this and that, stuffing pills down their throats, 
involving themselves with junkies, queers, nymphomaniacs, and other city 
trash. The people he nvisioned Nathan hanging around with were not the 
nice neighborhood boys and girls he knew. The people he saw pumped 
loud, grating music into their heads. They went to underground art
galleries and watched illegal, foreign films. They held wild, drug-induced 
orgies. They wore jewelry.
These images continued to eat away at Harold for the next two 
years. His ulcer started acting up again and his hairline began to recede.
He became more irritable, and to combat this he started taking over the 
counter pills to help him sleep. Martha noticed the gradual change in her 
husband, and was genuinely concerned.
“Just talk to him Harold, you’ll feel better about things.” She 
remarked one night while they were in bed.
“I don’t know how. He likes you. I just get frustrated with that
boy.”
She turned over to face him. “For one, you could ask him how he’s 
doing. Nothing big. Nothing complicated. Simple, Harry, real simple.”
“Yeah,” Harold sighed, staring up at the ceiling, his hands folded 
behind his head.
“I mean Jesus, Harry, his 18th birthday is next Saturday. Ask him 
want he wants, or what his plans are after graduation. ”
“I know, I know.”
“Well then act like it.”
* * *
Harold woke up late the next Saturday. By the time he got out of 
bed and put his robe on, both Martha and Nathan were already awake and 
in the kitchen downstairs. As he descended the stairs, their conversation 
quieted. When he entered the kitchen, they fell silent. He sat down slowly 
and Martha poured him a cup of coffee. He looked first at Nathan, who 
had already eaten, showered, and dressed himself. Then he looked at the 
plate of eggs and toast in front of him. With a calm calculation he placed a 
forkful into his mouth.
“They’re cold, these eggs, “ he mumbled between chews.
“You shoulda got up earlier,” his wife quipped as she turned to glare 
at him. “Nathan made them. He made breakfast this mornin'."
The kitchen fell silent. After a few seconds Harold looked up from 
his plate to his son.
“Happy Birthday.” He said, smiling uncertainly. “The Big 18.” 
“Thanks,” said Nathan, staring down at his hands. Then he 
inquired, “Hey, would it be okay if one of you could drive me down to the 
MVA today before 12. I wanna try to get my license.”
“Sure thing honey, you’re dads gonna drive you.”
Nathan then finished his smoke and looked at Harold out of the 
corner of his eye.
“Yeah,” Harold said, while wiping his lips. “Yeah, I’ll take you. We 
can leave in a few, just lemme get dressed.” With this, Harold removed 
himself from the table, hopped back up the stairs to prepare.
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Within the hour, they were both in the car, about 20 minutes 
outside the city, headed toward the MVA. Harold gripped the wheel with 
both hands, while Nathan stared out the window at the passing cars.
Nathan hummed a song to himself while fidgeting with the window.
Harold turned the radio to a light jazz station to calm himself down. He 
took a few deep breaths. After a while he exhaled and asked Nathan what 
ever became of the movies he and his friends had made.
After hesitating slightly, Nathan answered, “We still make them.”
“Oh yeah?” Harold followed, combing his moustache with his 
fingers, “What about?”
Nathan lit a cigarette. “Well the last movie we made was about a 
kid that eats a strange, obscure, off-brand cereal that his mom bought for 
him at a truck stop in Wilkes Barre, PA. The kid is 12 years old and he’s 
eating this bowl of cereal, and he’s enjoying himself. Well, as he’s eating he’s 
reading the comic strip on the back of the box. It says on the box to check 
out a website for the conclusion of the comic strip. So the kid logs on to 
check it out and finds a link to a secret government site. He reads the first 
page - its something about documents containing evidence that Cocaine is 
still, and has always been, mixed in with Coca-Cola at the factories - and 
then he quickly signs off. The very next day, his parents and his two little 
brothers disappear.”
Harold silently winced for the next three minutes. Then he asked, 
“You don’t really believe that crap do you Nate?”
Nathan laughed, “Never say never.”
* * *
Much to the surprise of Harold, Nathan passed his driving test with 
a perfect score. He did so well that Harold suggested he drive home, to 
which Nathan did not refuse. After he had buckled in and started the car, 
he changed the music station. Harold carefully watched him doing this 
without saying anything. Then, as if Nathan already knew the nature of the 
question his father was struggling to ask, he told him that his friend Maya 
had taught him how to drive.
“Who’s Maya?” Harold inquired, relieved by Nathan’s directness.
“She’s a girl I know. Ammi’s friend. Mom met her, but I don’t 
think you did. She’s got an old Toyota that she used to let me drive.”
This knowledge did not rest easy with Harold, who immediately 
started to calculate car accidents, insurance premiums, other things.
“What’s she look like?”
“She’s tall, kinda skinny. Got short red hair, wears a lot of dresses. 
She lives up the street.”
“She’s not one with the pink hair, is she?”
“No dad, that’s Steve.”
“Oh. Then I don’t think I know her.” Harold asked after a pause, 
scratching the back of his head. “She your girlfriend?”
“No. I like her and all, but she’s not into me. She likes girls.” 
Harold didn’t understand. “Why don’t she like you? What’s wrong 
with you, Nate?”
I'm not sure.
“Not sure? You gotta be sure Nate.” Harold lowered the radio. 
“Take charge Nate. I don’t know . . . take her to a movie, write her a poem 
or somethin’ romantic like that. Just let her know.”
“I’ve tried,” Nathan responded, obviously affected by the topic of 
discussion, but trying to look occupied with the driving.
“You’ve tried, huh? What have you tried?”
“I wrote her a story.”
“Well,” Harold asked, “what’s it about? A government plot to 
undermine the world? Somethin’ about cereal boxes and coffee?”
“No dad, its about a guy and a girl.”
“Ok. What happened?”
“Well, it’s really about the scarf that the girl gives the guy.”
A long pause followed. During which Harold chewed his 
thoughts for a few seconds, uncertain. His eyes darted in and out of the 
passenger window. Then, with a faltering determination, he spoke. “Son, I 
gotta ask you . . .  I gotta ask you cause . . . well, cause we don’t talk no more 
. . . Are you gay, Nate? Are you taking drugs?”
Nathan didn’t answer. He looked out the window, and then 
continued.
“They meet at a party. When they leave, they’re both drunk and 
cold. She gives him a scarf to wear because he didn’t bring a jacket. Then 
they go back to her house and he stays the night. When he wakes up, he 
discovers that he had a wet dream that soaked through his pants and got all 
over her scarf. When he gives it back to her she says it smells like chlorine. 
And that’s the last time they ever talk.”
The car fell silent. Harold looked at the dashboard, his head tilted 
to the side. Then he looked at Nathan, who was tapping his fingers on the 
wheel. They both wanted to turn the radio up.
“So . . . this girl,” Harold asked while tugging his moustache, “she 
live around here?”
* * *
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Two Coat Birthday
Amanda Innes
Did you know that birthdays flip through the universe and rule 
over humankind?
Here’s how:
I waited for the bus outside of Penn’s Hospital. This wait is always 
a reminder of many things; so rarely is it an introduction to others.
A peculiar rustle drew me; I thus shifted so abruptly that my jaw 
snapped, crushing my teeth on to my vulnerable lower lip.
“Fuck!” A man clad in full army get-up blew up his eyes at me— 
large white eyeballs with black polka dots in each. All I noticed was white, 
set around a black pupil frame.
Embarrassed, I ruffled through my things for a tissue, plucked out a 
decrepit wad of soft paper, and held it to my mouth, catching splatters of 
soft-lips-blood.
But then I dropped it.
(“But”—as in changing the action, and the importance...)
And then I saw them.
(“And”—as in stretching this place, and the direction...)
Two children wrapped up in each other, oblivious to the brisk 
October air, entangled in cheap black winter jackets with rusty splintering 
zippers, cushioned by one coat underneath and another cupping their side- 
by-side torsos, whispering to, for, and in each other.
“Are you gonna love me for my birthday?” His voice chipped itself 
on his two front teeth.
“I love you everyday. Aww, shut up! God!” She bubbled over with 
response—her lashes fluttering faster than she was taught. Her chin rested 
on his wrist and her looking-up eyes glowed with an eight-year old beauty.
“Kiss me then!”
“No way, Jose! That’s so gross and jus’ cuz’ you’re my boyfriend 
don’t mean I gotta kiss you all the time!” Her eyes rolled softly, smoothly, 
over and over.
“But it’s my birthday! It’s fair!”
“Psshhh!”
They rolled slightly toward the bus stop bench and the army get-up guy 
stared, like me. We couldn’t take our eyes off these children as their selves mat­
tered so much so instandy. It was only fair, for it was the little boy’s birthday.
They cooed some more while their bigger selves slipped into the 
sky. The fuzzy tissue had dropped to the ground, wishwashing through the 
air, breezing around underneath the bus stop bench and sticking to the 
bright yellow curb.
Then, it shot over and stopped. Perched on the army get-up guy’s 
steel-worn big toe, probably fat inside of that boot. His big polka-dot eyes 
zigzagged between mine and the bloody tissue. And then he said, “Sorry. 
Didn’t mean to curse in front of the kids.”
Coleen Hill
La Salle Landscape
The Covetous Eyes of Thirteen Year-olds
Derek Moench
“I’m thirsty.”
“Me too.”
Toby, Luke, and Aaron had been watching girls since dusk. Kids 
coming home from the beach passed by the boardwalk bench where they 
perched, and though many of the 13-to-15 year-olds caught their eyes, they 
were still building up the nerve necessary to approach them. By 10:30 the 
pedestrian stream had dwindled to a trickle, and Luke vowed to his friends 
that he’d go after the next one. Though his skin was the palest white, his 
nails were painted black, his hair was slicked and dyed black, and the 
eyeliner had been applied generously that night. He wore black dress shoes, 
black vinyl pants, and a black velvet shirt, and a black cape he’d just ac­
quired the previous night. (For months he’d covetously eyed that cape in a 
store window, until at last he’d scraped up the $149.99 necessary to pur­
chase it.) Looking at him, one would never suspect his favorite color was 
anything other than black. In fact, it was yellow. Despite that, he felt it 
only appropriate to adorn himself in black, because of what he was. Luke 
was proud of what he was. The others agreed he was a little to “into” it.
A few minutes after the resolution had been made, a lone blonde, 15, 
passed by. He got up after her, throwing his cape melodramatically. Through 
the sickly streetlight and over the cold boards he followed her, his dress shoe 
footsteps sounding rhythmically in the salty August air. When he got beside 
her she turned to look at him blankly. He also turned, and with as much 
charm as his 13 year-old voice could muster, said, “Look into my eyes.”
She did, and as she did, her mouth began to quiver, sputter, and 
finally erupt into laughter that seemed to mock the very worth of his 
existence.
“Halloween isn’t for another two months.”
Luke stopped in his tracks and the girl kept walking, her flip-flops 
flopping into the distance. He returned to their bench.
“You know, I’m beginning to question the very worth of my 
existence,” he said to Aaron, who was laughing and nudging Toby. Toby 
brushed him off and kept his face down, looking more glum than usual. 
Aaron kept nudging until Toby snapped at him.
“Why is it so funny to you that we are such losers?! This isn’t funny. This sucks!”
“Geez, Toby, what’s wrong with you?”
What’s wrong with me?! What’s wrong with us?!
We sit out here almost every night, starving more and more each time, and 
all for nothing. None of us will ever get a girl. Let’s face it, we were better off getting it from animals.”
“Don’t talk that way, man...”
The three remained there for most of the night, throwing pebbles at 
seagulls. Eventually they decided it was time to go back, so they trans­
formed into bats and flew home.
People Sleeping
Derrick Martin
In the summertime, when I was younger, in the late spring and in 
the summertime and whenever it was just too hot to sleep, we would sneak 
up into the heated pools by my high school to go skinny-dipping. It was 
out of doors, connected to the main classroom buildings and to the gymna­
sium and surrounded on all sides by the painted-green, public school grass 
of the football fields and the soccer fields. This grass climbed from the 
valley floor all the way up to the main campus parking lots, so we sat atop a 
precipice on these nights when we swam, poised just on the edge. Those 
times, and especially in the summer, with all the office and classroom lights 
really off, the only thing you could see digging drunk and new up that hill 
was the water. The lights of the pool, really. They glowed just beneath it, 
refracted and bent and warm.
You could jump that fence pretty easy. And we would strip down 
and slap our feet against the concrete and dive in. The water was just about 
the temperature of blood at night, with the lights shining up and around 
our bodies, almost falling asleep sometimes, watching it calm nearly to 
point of nonexistence. After that, maybe you were just drifting, weightless 
above the city and weightless through space, maybe you weren’t even there 
at all; maybe you were just a fetus, unborn, 98.5 degrees Fahrenheit, 
dreaming little zygote dreams. I remember you could actually feel other 
people’s pulses through that water sometimes, like electricity. I remember 
you could see the lights of the radio broadcast towers blinking red and 
enigmatic in clusters across the West Hills. You could see the lights of our 
homes, too.
I remember that.
I remember there was something about it, really, something kind of 
primal. Like we were acting out this play, a play exactly as old as those hills 
and those radio towers, these constructs that were probably at least prehis­
toric. Towers that I’m sure had seen dinosaurs and satellites and campfires 
and answering machines, towers that had seen nuclear blasts and radiation 
suits, towers that had seen the Pacific, that had seen the ocean just cover 
these hills wild, flooding all high school and backyard pools everywhere, 
blinking blinking blinking red the entire time.
What I mean is, lying there, in the water like that, quiet, we acted 
as though the astronauts could see us from space. Just a bunch of kids, kids 
and the implications of kids. Kids as proof of procreation and of manifest 
destiny, as proof of life and of families, the laws of probability and chance, 
kids as proof of pink-foam insulation, and feelings. We were kids, trespass­
ing in a swimming pool.
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At any moment, the cops could show up, and wed have to run
away.
* * *
One summer in particular, one during which these night swimming 
excursions were frequent enough, was the summer I was seventeen. This 
was the summer that my younger brother had started taking anti-depres­
sants again, as was the tradition in my family. Maybe it is in poor taste to 
talk about things like that here, to talk about pills and stuff, but suffice to 
say there had been some melancholies in our household, some 
indiscrepancies, and these were being dealt with as best they could. They 
had first started him on the pills at thirteen, just about the same age that 
they had started me, and after that things just sort of went up and down.
That spring had been one I had spent in Boston, dealing with some 
melancholies of my own, and I didn’t find out about my brother until my 
return to Portland that June. He told me in the car one day as we were 
driving home from the city, starring idle out of the passenger window, 
bouncing his hands against his thighs. I remember this long, dark freeway 
underpass with the tape player turned up loud. I remember these lights that 
passed, flashing at stroboscopic intervals, Doppler-style, before the city blew 
up again. Talking.
“The only thing about it is the dreams.” He said, squinting as the sun 
winked behind buildings. “That’s just part of what I guess gets cut off, is my 
dreams. Or my awareness of them, I mean. I don’t remember them at all.”
“Wow.” I said. “What do you think about that? Doesn’t it bother 
you? Don’t you miss dreaming?”
“I miss it a little.” He said. “But maybe that’s why I sleep better, 
because I do now. I sleep through the whole night now. That’s nice. No 
anxiety attacks, my heart doesn’t jump. I don’t wake up sweating at three in 
the morning.”
Then there was a beat, a pause between us, and I kind of glanced at 
him real quick. He wasn’t looking at me. “I don’t know.” I said. “I think I 
would miss it. I would wonder about what I was missing.” I said some­
thing like that. I said it because this was the way I was accustomed to 
talking with my brother. I was trying to bait him that day, I think, just a 
little bit, and he wasn’t having any of it.
He said, “This is what I’m doing right now.” And then he wrapped 
his fist on the dash, kind of smiling, and then out the window again.
Then there was another long pause, and something with the tape 
deck, too. At some point during our exchange, the tape had come to an end, 
leaving just the soothing hiss of vacant leader tape to pour from the car 
speakers. He wasn’t looking at me, but he was still smiling, my brother. He 
looked at me and he said, just flat out, “You know, people are always talking 
about analyzing their dreams and stuff. But I’m not really interested in that.”
So I was listening to him, listening because I thought I had him, 
finally. He went on. He said that what he was really interested in analyzing 
was life, real life kind of stuff. “Like if a flock of geese is passing overhead, 
what does that mean, you know? Or if it’s raining one day, or this guy at 
the gas station, he looks just like your dad, right, or your best friend, what 
does that mean?”
And he became very animated as he spoke, kinetically throwing his 
fingertips from his temples and stopping mid-sentence sometimes and then 
continuing on. He said, “What does it mean? The guy at the gas station, 
the geese, what are they symbolic of?” Like that. “Like it means something, 
like dreams do. They’re indicative of something, and how maybe if you 
kept a record of those thoughts,” he said, “like you write down dreams, 
writing these things down, you might start to see stuff. These magic little 
patterns might start to emerge. The gas station guy. He means something. 
And the geese. They mean something. And you might start to realize that 
things like this, they’re happening all the time. Maybe, looking back on 
things, you might realize that the life you were really living was actually one 
entirely different than the one that you were aware of.”
And he smiled. “Cause that’s what I’m really interested in,” he said, 
rapping once again on the dash, “this shit, right here.”
And then he was done, just looking out the window again.
That was always the thing with him, with the things my brother 
would say. He would amaze me like that. And he would take his pills and I 
couldn’t make him feel bad about it, about having faith in something like 
that, like pills or dashboards. My medical history was much less consistent. 
Too often I just forgot to take mine, that or I would avoid them or get fed 
up with them or mix them with other things, other substances, all of which 
happened often enough that summer. He was much smarter than me, my 
brother, whose name I just can’t bring myself to write down here, right now. 
I don’t think that’s something that older brother’s should really have to do.
This is the point, though: when I came home these nights, these 
summer evenings, with my hair still wet and my head spinning, without 
fail, he would almost always be fast asleep. Almost always. I would be up 
for hours, still, just watching, thinking too hard about things, but he would 
be gone, curled naked and fetal there in his bed. He would be asleep.
If astronauts had chanced to look down on earth from space these 
nights, if they had chanced to glance at our house, they would have seen a 
light on, and that light would have been me, not him.
*  * *
One of the reasons I talk about those radio towers, the ones I
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mentioned before, was because of my friend Percival, who liked to just hang 
out by them, enjoying the view and watching the sun go down over the city. 
The two of us would drive up there often enough and together we would 
stare down into the city below as the streetlights and car lights and the lights 
along the river all gradually made themselves known later into the evenings.
The houses up in the West Hills were ridiculous in those days, these 
fabulously expensive architectural monstrosities all built on stilts and stuff 
with insurance premiums that could have paid my tuition. This was real 
penthouse-floor, upper-income tax bracket kind of shit we were camping 
out in and we kind of liked that. The radio towers were pretty ugly up- 
close, too, all rust stains and faded red and white paint, and we liked that as 
well. Percival would come with us at night, too, when we would go skinny- 
dipping, so he knew all about what went on there. In fact, you could 
actually make out our high school building from the summit point on the 
hills; you could see the World War II, recycled tire-athletic track and the 
fields and buildings and stuff, and you could see the perfect chlorine blue of 
the water, of the pools, the way the Pacific ocean probably looked when 
viewed from space.
About a week or so after that talk with my brother in the car, 
Percival and I were up there, sitting on the hood of his car, lying back on 
our elbows and scratching our mosquito bites and stuff, all city bugs 
everywhere now emerging with the cooling dusk. We were talking about 
our respective time away and our return home, as Percival, like me, had only 
just then come back to Portland after an extended stay elsewhere. We 
talked about this and about those things that had changed in our absence, 
these two boys in stained t-shirts and bad haircuts. We were sitting there 
smoking and quiet until, eventually, I got around to telling him about my 
brother. I told him about that and about the pills and stuff and about how 
sometimes I just got so worried thinking that he was going to end up just 
like me, like I would talk to him and think I was talking to me three years 
ago, only better, a smarter me, a more optimistic me, but a more vulnerable 
me, too, maybe. One with more to loose.
And he took a long time to answer me back here, shaking his head 
under his hand and smiling a little bit, so that, looking down into the 
shadow of the hills, he said to me, “You’re so willing to confuse things like 
that, like your brother and you, and home and this city, all these stupid 
buildings and people and stuff, all these houses. It’s like, what do you really 
see when you look down there, these times we come up here? What do you 
like about it?”
And after I had thought about it for a while, I said, “I think I see a 
bunch of people maybe building a movie set or something, or like doing 
some public broadcasting fundraiser. And everybody is running around and 
smoking cigarettes with their coffee and stuff and slapping each other on the 
back, talking about how great everything’s gonna be when they’re done, 
when they’re finished. But the thing is, they don’t know when it’s gonna be
done, no one does. It could be finished tomorrow or ten year from now or 
never. They just don’t have any idea.”
And then we just sort of sat there for a while, in silence, a long 
enough silence so that, when I spoke, the sound of my own voice kind of 
surprised me. I readjusted my seat so that I was looking at Percival, then, 
and, really, kind of out of the blue, I asked him this really awkward kind of 
question, this huge non-sequitor. I turned to him and I said, “What do you 
think death is like?”
And Percival took a long drag on the cigarette he was smoking, he 
looked at me for a second and exhaled. Then before I was ready, with 
almost no hesitation what so ever, he said, “I think death is maybe like this: 
You’re shopping at a store or something, or waiting on the corner for a bus 
to come, when all of a sudden your friends pull up in a car and they tell you 
to get in. So you do and you just drive around like that for a couple hours 
with them, just talking a little bit and having a good time. And then after a 
while, one of your friends in the front seat, she turns around and she says, 
‘Oh by the way, you’re dead.’ But you don’t really mind, cause you’re just in 
the back seat and watching the scenery go by and enjoying the ride and this 
is nice.”
*  * *
Of course, my brother’s dreams weren’t actually gone. You go crazy 
or something when that happens. Your brain isn’t made to work without 
dreaming; he just couldn’t remember them. I imagine him now, opening 
his eyes in the morning with an empty head. There’s that moment of 
timelessness when you wake up in the morning, that infinitely small little 
instant where, for a second, you’re like an infant newly birthed into the 
world. Your surroundings are as of yet unfamiliar, no matter where you are, 
be it hung-over and sick in some tenement apartment in Boston or in your 
own bed, the one you grew up in. For that instant, you’re still somewhere 
else, but awake, just briefly, before the real world comes crashing back to 
you. I imagine that moment for my brother must have been kind of 
different. Like instead of crossing over from one world to another, it was 
just as though he had suddenly materialized, spontaneously, momentarily 
free of any night-time history at all. And then he was awake.
One night in particular that summer, I remember returning home 
to find him there in his bed on the other side of the room. I was pretty 
sure he was asleep, but he was mumbling something, talking a little bit. He 
was mumbling as I sat down on my bed to get undressed and then, all of a 
sudden, he sat bolt upright. He sat up and he said, with his eyes closed but 
still much, much too loud for a darkened bedroom at night, “You haven’t
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been out like you said. You’re so wrong. I know exactly where you’ve 
been.”
And I just stared at him.
I just stared at him, silent and frozen; he was frozen, too, then. He 
didn’t talk or move or anything, he just fell back into bed, and I looked 
around, kind of guilty, like I had done something wrong, or seen something 
I wasn’t supposed to.
I believe him when he said he didn’t remember any of his dreams. 
I’m pretty sure he didn’t remember that one the next morning. The whole 
thing made me feel kind of sad, though, and what I really wanted to do was 
to wake him up. I wanted to shake him awake to make sure he knew that I 
was home and so that we could have a conversation together. I wanted to 
do something just to keep from lying there, all by myself, with no proof that 
any of it was real and not just my imagination.
* * *
The story that I’m not really telling here, the story about Percival, is 
something that had happened between us two nights before that conversa­
tion, something that had happened while we were swimming. I had been 
mixing my meds with alcohol again, alcohol and some other things on top 
of that and it made my body so upset with me that it decided to just turn 
off that night, to turn my brain off and all my nerves and muscles and 
things and leave me to sink down into the electric light-blue depths of our 
chlorinated world.
I was just sinking and my body wasn’t struggling and I was just 
barely aware of this, like I knew it was happening but from the place in my 
brain where I was looking down on it, all I really cared about was the water, 
how beautiful and blue it was, like I was actually drowning in the ocean 
instead of in some stupid, fucking pool. From where I was looking down 
on it all, all I wanted to do was just go to sleep, to get some rest for once. I 
just didn’t really care. And then Percival was dragging me up out of the 
water.
* * *
He was dragging me under my right arm and around my waist and 
he was strong and lean and terrified, just trying to get me up onto the 
concrete, laying me naked and vulnerable and half-conscious on my side, 
pounding on my chest, trying to get me to throw up all the water I had 
swallowed. His hair was hanging wet, and in his face, and he was yelling at 
me.
And then I came back.
And I was alive, blinking red red red.
* * *
Maybe you reach a point in your life sometimes where you eventu­
ally realize that everything you talk about and do and try for, all the stories 
you tell, they’ve really just been about you, you projecting all your feelings 
and insecurities and stuff onto everybody else. Maybe there’s a point where 
you look around and you decide something. You decide its time to try and 
do something for somebody else, to try and tell their story.
Eventually it’s impossible. You can’t really tell any other story than 
your own, but maybe you should try sometimes. Maybe there’s some 
goodness in that. In trying.
*  * *
Whenever I go home, now, I’ll still drive up into those hills and I’ll 
park my car by those towers and by all those awful houses and stuff. I’ll sit 
on the hood of my car and look down at the city, watching and thinking, as 
the sun goes down. And the thing is, looking off of one side of the summit, 
you can see the city, like I said before, but looking off of the other side, 
looking west, you can actually see over the costal range to the Pacific ocean. 
Looking off in that direction, there’s just this beautiful blue expanse of water 
running on into infinity, and you can watch, watch the sun setting over the 
ocean, somewhere far far away.
And I still dream about that night, that night with Percival and 
stuff, and they are dreams that I would like to give to my younger brother. I 
would give him all of my dreams, if I could, as he now, and will for some 
time, have none, whether he is aware of them or not. I want to drive him 
home from the airport or from the city after he has been away for some 
time, after he has seen other parts of the country and the world and I maybe 
want to bring him up here, to watch the pregnant June sun setting over the 
ocean, to watch all the houses and the buildings and the people run around 
like mad and go into their houses and love and hate each other and scream 
and eat and answer the phone and misunderstand each other and hurt each 
other and hold each other, falling falling falling finally asleep, until the only 
lights left on are the ones in the street, illuminating all the neat little grids of 
these people’s lives. Their houses are like that, in grids, except for the ones 
that are not laid out in grids at all. And I want to be grateful for these 
things.
I want to be grateful for these things.
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